We present a novel modular object detection convolutional neural network that significantly improves the accuracy of computer vision object detection. The network consists of two stages in a hierarchical structure. The first stage is a network that detects general classes. The second stage consists of separate networks to refine the classification and localization of each of the general classes objects. Compared to a state of the art object detection networks the classification error in the modular network is improved by approximately 3-5 times, from 12 percent to 2.5-4.5 percent. The modular network achieved a very high score in object detection of 0.94 mAP. The network is easy to implement, it can be a platform to improve the accuracy of widespread state of the art object detection networks and other kinds of deep learning networks.
: A modular network whose first stage is trained to detect 3 general classes. Its second stage networks, consist of 3 separate networks each trained to detect one of the sub classes of the three general classes.
An additional suggested network that is based on the modular network is a network consisting of multiply modular networks in parallel each train to detect different classes, all have the same input images data. This network has the accuracy of a single modular network but can detect multiple number of different objects classes and can be operating in parallel. The modular network can consist of more than two hierarchical stages of object detection.
Algorithm and deep learning network construction
a. To detect multiple classes use an object detection network trained by transfer learning. Merge similar classes labels to a general class label b. I Train the network, denotes as the first stage network, to detect the new general classes and additional negative images with no labels that don't belong to any of these classes.
c. For each of the general classes C i , train additional network, denoted as a second stage network, on fine grained classes all belong this general class together with negative images.
d. Input images for inference into the first stage network. Images with objects detected to belong to a general class are transferred to the second stage network dedicated to this class. e. Input the transferred images for inference in to the appropriate second stage network for fine grained object classification and location.
Advantages and risk of the modular network
In each of the convolutional neural network inside the modular network there are less classes than regular network designated to detect the same number of classes as the whole modular network. Thus there are more filters dedicated for each class object detection, result in better accuracy in object detection. Small number of features to identify a class cussing less distinction in detection of similar classes and errors in detection of rare class objects too, since features are formed to identify objects types that appear in many images in the training. When there are a few features available to identify each class more features are formed to detect multiple classes this cause errors in fine grained object detection.
Fewer classes in object detection network mean potentially less bounding boxes of detected objects in the image, which gives fewer errors in identifying the objects and finding their locations.
In the modular network training there are less images in the input data set for each of the second stage networks because the training images are distributed over several networks. This results in less parameters and features dilution of each image or object .
The advantage of the hierarchical structure of the modular network compared to detection by many few class networks with no connection to each other is the hierarchical structure drastically cuts down the number required inferences as the inferences are arranged in a tree structure.
The modular deep learning network in this research has some similarities to recurrent neural network [19; 20] as both networks relate to the previous stage in the network, the difference is RNN use the previous stage network weights while the modular network doesn't. This able the modular network to avoid problems of vanishing gradients or exploding gradients in the gradient back prorogation process that RNN has.
The accuracy of the modular network will be better than a multi class network when a < (a + ∆ 1 )(a + ∆ 2 )
(1) a -the multi-label network accuracy, ∆ 1 -the improvement in accuracy of the first stage of the modular network compared to the multi class network accuracy and ∆ 2 -the improvement in accuracy of the second stage compared to the multi class network accuracy.
Assuming we use for the building block network of the modular networks the same type of object detection network as the multi class network. If the multi class network has low accuracy then the multi class network is preferred since the building blocks networks inside the modular network should give a very large accuracy improvement compared to the multi-class network accuracy. For most state of the art object detection networks, their accuracy is large enough to use them as the building block network for the modular network and obtaining a modular network with higher accuracy compared to a single same state of the art object detection network.
A risk of the modular network is detection of false negatives in the network first stage may reduce accuracy as these objects will not be included as input for the second stage. This problem is solved for input sequence of images where the same object is assumed to appear in more than image. After inference of all the images sequence in the first stage of the modular network. The entire images sequence is sent for inference to networks in the second stage whose fine grained classes matched the general classes of the objects detected in the first stage. In this way there is no loss of accuracy due to false negative detection in the first stage. This method is denoted as modular network v2. Most state of the art deep learning networks initialized their network weights by transfer learning [21; 22; 23; 24; 25] from large data base of images and classes. The network then is fine-tuning by training on objects images belongs to classes the network is designated to detect [25] . The features for detecting a designated class in this network are divided to two types, features that formed when training the network on objects belong to this class and features that formed by training the network by other classes. N c is the number of features that formed when training the network on objects belong to a specific class denoted as c. N c is function of I-the total number images the deep learning network trained on, I c -the number of training images with objects of class c. n-the number of classes the network designated to detect, g -the class's objects complexity, N ctot is the total number of the features in all the classes formed by fine tuning. We approximate N c ∼ NctotIc nI where g=1. The features for detection of c formed by training on other classes are divided to: features from the transfer learning and feature formed in the fine tuning for other designated classes. The number of the later is negligible in most networks compared to the features based on the transfer learning. Because the number of classes in the transfer learning is much larger than the number of classes in a regular network and the number of features for c formed initially for other classes is related to the number of classes the network trained on. For example in our experiments the transfer learning has 1000 classes compared to the 9 other classes in the multi class network. The two major factors determine the number of features detecting class c is N c which in this approximation is inversely proportional to n, the number of designated classes for detection by the network. The smaller is n more features are designated to class c making class c object detection more accurate. The second major factor is features formed in the transfer learning which is correlated to the number of classes in the transfer learning .
Convolutional neural network classification error estimation by Bayes error.
For probing the images classification error we use a statistical approach based on Bayes error and Bayesian decision theory [26; 27; 28; 29] . Instead of features vector, we use filters vector since filters detect features and filters can be located precisely in the convolutional neural network, while identifying features in an image is more ambiguous. Filters can be identified for example by their known place in the activation layer features map, a filter that is activated is identified by high value pixels in its features map. We approximate that each of the features detected by the same filter belongs to the same classes. The reason for our approximation is based on the convolution method in convolutional neural networks where convolutions of all the channels in the filters are added together. A filter with channels that present features that don't belong to the same class may lead to false identifications by adding values in the convolution that do not belong to the object, result in errors in object detection or classification. Let x=x 1 .
. . x f be the filters vector, the number of filters in a network is constant. Let c be a set of classes c=c 0 . . . c n . Every detection of an object in an image is defined by a set of active filters, i.e filters that identify features in this object, for example, the filters set x m . . . x p identify objects belong to class C 1 . To describe the error in the objects classifications we use Bayes error which estimates the probability for error in classification. According to Bayes error estimation when there are probabilities the feature and in our case the filter, classifies both classes C 0 and C 1 , the error in the classification by filter x i is the smallest probability density between the probability density of classifying class C 0 by filter x i and classifying class C 1 by filter x i . As an example of estimating the classification error or accuracy of the networks in this research, we analyze a theoretical example of two fine grained classes detection C 1 and C 0 . Assuming for each of the filters in the network the probability density for classifying classes C 1 and C 0 is known. We estimate the Bayes error by the filters of the last layer because their probability density for classifying classes C 1 and C 0 includes the influence of all the filters in the previous layers. This is more mathematically accurate since there are no duplication in including the previous layers filters influence on the class's classification. In the estimation we approximate that the probabilities densities of identifying classes C 1 or C 0 by, filters that have probabilities densities to identify other classes, is negligible. In this approximation the number of filters dedicated to detect negative images is negligible too. For all the filters x i the probability for error in classification is describes in equation 2, Where P(C 0 ), P(C 1 ) are the prior probability densities of class C 0 and C 1 respectively. P(x i | C 0 ), P(x i | C 1 ) are the conditional probability densities that filter x i detect feature of the class given the class is C 0 or C 1 respectively. Another criterion in our model is the significance of the filter in detecting the object we define as the probability that removing this filter will cause an error in the object classification or detection. The reason is: if an activated filter does not influence the detection of an object it does not contribute to the probability density of the object class classification. The quantity definition is how many times filter x i was essential for the classification of the class from all the time this filter detected this class. The criterion's weights for filter x i and classes C 0 and C 1 are denoted by w i (C 0 ) and w i (C 1 ) respectively.
The probability densities for each of the filters x i to classify classes C 0 and C 1 is presented in discrete values we approximate as a continues graph. Graphs 1-3 illustrates the filters activation in the modular and multi-class networks by classes C 0 and C 1 . The X-axis in the graph will be the filter space. We assume the total number of filters in the basic network ,N f , is the same for all the networks inside the modular network. The Y axis is the probability density that a filter is activated by class C 0 or C 1 . The filters in the graph are set that all filters with probability of matching a particular class are in the same region on the x axis. Filters that have a probability of matching the two classes will be displayed in the graph in a common area of both classes. The error in classification between classes C 0 and C 1 defined by Bayes error approximation as a sum of areas of minimal probability density belongs to classes C 0 and C 1 , which is the overlapping area in classes C 0 and C 1 graphs. Graph.1 illustrates the multi-class network filters probability distribution. The network trained by ten classes. The active filters are about a quarter of the total filters in the network. The two classes are 20 percents of the classes that this network was trained to detect in addition there are basic filters that are common to several classes. There is a large overlap area between the filters of classes C 0 and C 1 compared to the total areas of classes C 0 and C 1 filters. Which according to the Bayes error estimation indicates a large error in the classification.
Graph. 2 illustrates the first stage network in the modular network the general classes network. This network detect objects of five general classes and additional negative category. The region of the filters that active by classes C 0 and C 1 is presented by a single area because C 0 and C 1 both are defined to belong to the same general class denoted as C g . C g = C 0 ∪ C 1 The activated filters estimated as a quarter of the filters in the network. They include filters that only belong to C g and filters that identify several general classes. The error in classification in the general classes network would derive from miss classification by filters that detect additional classes to C 0 and C 1 and don't show in graph.2. Graph.3 presents the networks of the second stage in the modular network. This network trained to detect only two classes and negative images.The filters in this network are distributed between classes C 0 and C 1 . The overlap region area of the two classes is small compared to the classes total areas, this indicate the classification error is small. Additional reason for small probability for miss classification is since the number of filters for each class is large the filters are trained to detect more detailed features, which reduce the error probability for miss classification.
The image data set contains 522 images for training augmented to 46,044 images by mirroring, sharpness, brightness and contrast augmentations. The test data set contained 125 original images. Most of the original images were taken from the Caltech 101 image database and the rest randomly from the internet. The size of each of the original images in the data is up to 800*800 pixels. The size of the output images of the network is 800*800 pixels. For the multi-class network and the building blocks networks of the modular network we used the state of art object detection network Faster R-CNN with backbone classification network VGG 16. The Faster R-CNN network is initialized by training on ImageNet 2012 data base contained contained 1.2 million images for training and 50k validation images in 1,000 categories.
Experiments
In the experiments the sub networks inside the modular network and the multi-class network all have the same hyperparameters values previously optimized on different classes than the classes the networks trained to detect to make the comparison between a multi class network and the modular network unbiased. Both networks were trained to detect the same 10 classes. All the networks trained for 40 epochs, with learning rates of: 0.001 on the first 10 epochs, 0.0001 on the next 10 epochs and 0.00001 on the last 20 epochs. We test the networks on four classes: two dog species Pekinese and Spaniel and two planets Mars and Saturn.Each of these classes has about 30 original images for testing.
Networks training

Modular network
The modular network has two stages. We evaluate the first stage network by training the object detection network on five general classes dog, planet, bike, boat, bird each of the classes is a unification of a couple of similar classes out of the ten classes. The training loss as defined in Faster RCNN paper [4] ,is 0.0216 . The training images are the same as in the multi class network. The test data set contained 125 images of two general class labels, dog and planet. Images that were detected with dogs and planets were sent for inference to the second stage networks.
We evaluated the second stage of the modular network by training two separate object detection networks, each network trained on two similar classes. One network trained on the two dog's species classes Pekinese and Spaniel and negative category images, with 0.0151 loss. The training image data set contain only the images of these two classes and the negative images from the initial training image data set used in stage one. Another object detection network in the second stage was trained to detect two solar planets; Mars, Saturn and negative category. The training loss is 0.0170. The network was trained only on the images from the training data set of these classes and the negative images. The full second stage contains five separate networks each network detects two fine grained classes belonging to one of the general classes of the first stage.
multi-class network
The multi class object detection network was trained to detect ten classes with training loss of 0.0229. The training image data set is the same as in the first stage of the modular network but with 10 labels as opposed to 5 in the first stage of the modular. The test data set contained the same 125 images as in the test data of the modular network.
Experiments results
The training results indicate that as the number of classes trained to be detected by the network become smaller the training loss become smaller too. Table 1 shows the mean average precision, mAP, of the networks, tested on the same images. The modular network v1 mAP 0.94 is significantly better than the multi-class network mAP 0.87 and on almost every class. The mAP of the modular network v2 0.95, which is mAP of a network trained to detect to detect two fine grained classes is better than the mAP 0.87 of the multi class network who trained to detect 10 classes.
The modular network v1 AP is calculated by taking into account the images detected as false negative on the first state of the modular network thereby do not appear on the maP calculation of the second stage, each added as zero AP to the calculation and their weight is 1 divided by the total number of the modular network input images. For example, in Table 2 shows the networks classification errors. The modular network error was significantly reduced to 6% and 3% error for dogs and planets compared to 14% and 10% respectively in the multi class network.
In figure.5 in the first column where the images detected by the multi class network, in the first three rows there are errors in classification. While the general classes network and the fine grained network detected the same objects correctly. It is shows in second raw images that the detection of the object location is more accurate in the right image detected by the fine grained network compared to the object location in the left image detected by the multi class network Figure 5 : Left column are object detection images by the multi class network, center column are detected images by the general classes network and right column are images detected by fine grained networks 7 Comparison with state of the art object detection network. Table 3 shows the mAP of the modular network and state of the art object detection networks [5] . The mAP of the modular network is significantly better with a mAP of 94% compared to the other convolutional object detection networks mAP, which range between 44% to 61.1%. Although it should be taken into consideration that other networks were trained to detect the Coco data set of 91 classes, but the other networks trained on more images from each class, which increases the accuracy. This supports our finding that the accuracy of the object detection network are improved when the network trained on fewer classes.
Discussion
Most of the classification errors in the multi class network were between similar classes. The modular network version Table 3 : Object detection networks mAP in percents 1 and version 2 accuracy is higher by additional 7.5% to 9.5% compared to the multi-class network respectively. Which is reduction of the classification error by 2.7 and 4.8 times respectively. We obtained that network with less classes is more accurate, the accuracy of a network that detect only two similar objects is 9.5% higher in compared to the multi-class network that detect 10 classes. In some of the images in the experiments the identification of the object location was improved by the modular network. The error in the second stage network that designated to detect two similar classes and the error of the whole modular network is smaller for planets classes than dogs classes. The planet classes are less similar to each other compared to the similarity between the dogs classes. Thus the classification error is smaller if the fine grained classes are less similar. The accuracy our modular network achieved is higher than the accuracy of any widespread state of the art object detection network and should significantly improve the accuracy of any state of the art object detection network by implementing it as building blocks of the modular network. For maintaining the same high accuracy of the modular network in large number of classes (hundreds or more) we suggest adding together several modular networks in parallel, each designated to detect part of the classes.
Conclusion
The modular network presented in this paper significantly improves object detection performances in both classification and location. This is true especially for detection require differentiating between similar classes. This modular network improves state of the art deep learning object detection networks without requiring a change to those networks architecture and hyper-parameters. We found that reducing the number of classes a convolutional neural network is trained to detect increases the network accuracy. This modular network could be a platform for other kinds of networks for example, recurrent neural networks, improving their accuracy by implementing them as buildings blocks of the modular network.
